Degenerate four-wave mixing can be induced or enhanced dramatically when two weak overlapping laser beams are incident upon a nematic liquid-crystal film that is biased by a quasi-static electric field. This phenomenon is shown to be the result of the critical behavior at the Freedericksz transition. The experimental results show that the diffracted intensity is proportional to the third power of the laser intensity, as expected for a four-wave mixing process, despite the strength of the electric-field bias voltage above threshold.
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Nonlinear optical processes in liquid crystalline media have received considerable attention recently.
1 -4 One interesting application is the phase grating, 5 -7 which is made possible by the molecular reorientation that contributes large optical nonlinearity in liquid crystals. It was suggested by Herman and Serinko 5 that a phase grating can be obtained easily in a nematic liquid-crystal film if one uses a dc field to bias it near the critical orientational Freedericksz transition (FT). Fuh et al. 8 reported a three-dimensional model and experimental results of purely optically induced phase gratings. Khoo and Zhuang 9 and Khoo 1 0 ' 11 reported observations of degenerate four-wave mixing in a nematic liquid-crystal film with and without a biased magnetic field. We use the molecular reorientation mechanism in a degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) scheme to obtain the dependence of the diffracted beam's intensity on the incident beam's intensity and the strength of the electric-field bias. The DFWM is dramatically enhanced by the coupling of the electric field to the optical field owing to the critical behavior of the FT. The results of detailed measurements show that, for weak laser beams (<1.6 W/cm 2 ), the diffracted intensity is proportional to the third power of the incident intensity. This is expected for a DFWM process, in spite of the strength of the biased voltage above threshold. There is also a peak diffracted intensity near the FT voltage as predicted by theory.
We consider a homeotropically aligned nematic liquid-crystal film having the geometry shown in Fig. 1 .
Following the derivations by Herman and Serinko, 5 we minimize the free energy with the variational principle and obtain an approximate solution to the sine-Gordon equation for a small molecular reorientation angle given by
where GM(x) is the maximum reorientation angle and is given by
Eeff and E, are the effective and critical fields, respectively, and are given by
and
In these expressions x and z denote the transverse and longitudinal coordinates, respectively, inside the liquid-crystal film of thickness d, k is the elastic constant, Edc is the quasi-static electric-field bias, and biased nematic liquid-crystal film, a sinusoidally varying intensity pattern is produced in the sample. The optical field is coupled to the biasing electric field and induces molecular reorientation, which then gives rise to a spatially modulated refractive-index grating as direction to achieve the enhancement effect. A Spectra-Physics 2020 Ar+ laser (514.5 nm ) was used. A small fraction (-8%) of its output intensity was split off as the reference beam. A 50% beam splitter separated the rest of the output beam into two equally intense beams that were directed onto the same spot (1.6 mm in diameter as measured to e-2 intensity) on the sample. To induce the phase grating and achieve the diffraction effect, the beams were normally incident to the film with a small crossing angle (a -0.40). Both the reference and diffracted intensities were detected by photocells (Hamamatsu S1223-01) so that the proper normalization could be made to correct for any power drift or fluctuation.
Because background scattering is significant and increases with increasing pump intensity, subtraction of it is necessary to obtain the true diffracted intensity. We have verified that the intensity of background scattering is additive and linearly proportional to that of the incident beam. Therefore the background scattering at the diffraction spot when two pumps are simultaneously turned on can be taken as the sum of the scattered intensity for both beams. This background contribution has been subtracted from the dif- where n 0 and ne are, respectively, the ordinary and maximum extraordinary refractive indices of the sample. It is obvious from the above equations that for weak laser beams, the phase grating can be induced only by a large Edo, namely, near E,. The enhancement increases with increasing Ed, when Ed, < E,, and then decreases when Ed, 2 E,. Consequently, the intensity of the diffracted beam can be given by fracted intensity in our experimental results. To determine the FT critical field, the electrocontrolled birefringence of our samples was measured with a HeNe laser by the modulation technique originally devised by Lim and Ho. 13 The experimentally measured electrocontrolled birefringence and the intensity (Id) where c is the velocity of light in a vacuum. From Eqs. (6) and (7) one can see that the effect of diffraction enhancement due to the electric-field bias is identical to the effect of the phase grating. The sample preparation was essentially the same as that described in Ref. 12 . The nematic liquid crystal p-methoxybenzylidene-p-n-butylaniline was sandwiched between two glass slides that were first coated with indium-tin-oxide as transparent electrodes and then treated with octadecyldimethyl(3-trimethoxysilyl-propyl)ammonium chloride for homeotropic alignment. The sample film was 75 Am thick as determined by a calibrated Mylar spacer and was kept at 26 0 C to avoid any thermal effects. Since AEdc is negative at low frequencies, a quasi-static electric field (1 kHz) was applied along the unperturbed molecular the electric-field bias voltage (Vd,) of our sample are shown in Fig. 2 . With the laser beam on by itself, no diffraction was detected, which ensures that the thermal grating is not significant in this experiment. The electrocontrolled birefringence curve shows a typical critical behavior near the FT critical voltage (field) when dO/dEd, is large. The curve reaches its maximum when V1(E,) = 3.7 V. From the diffracted intensity curve, one can easily see the enhancement effect.
There is no significant diffraction intensity in the low- effect then decreases with further increases in the electric-field bias voltage, Edc (Vdc), as predicted by Eq.
. The diffraction curve eventually decays as Vd, enters the saturation regime of the electrocontrolled birefringence curve. According to our theory, the diffracted intensity is proportional to the square of the amplitude of the phase modulation. Therefore, a peak must occur at the FT field (voltage), E, (V 0 ), where the phase modulation reaches its maximum. From our experimental results, however, the maximum phase modulation occurs at 3.7 V, while the peak diffracted intensity occurs at 4.38 V. The difference is likely due to our assumption that the finite beam size effect can be neglected.14 In other words, the twisting effect 1 5 could be significant owing to the small width of the grating period (-73 Mm) since the polarization of the optical field is perpendicular to the grating direction. The diffracted intensity versus the incident beam intensity for various external voltages is shown in Fig.  3 . The experimental data follow the DFWM cubic dependence well for all four chosen voltages. This is shown more clearly in the inset of Fig. 3 , in which the slopes are close to 3. Although Eq. (7) predicts only the cubic dependence that characterizes the DFWM process near the FT critical voltage for weak laser beams, it is true for any bias voltage that induces nonsaturating molecular reorientation, provided that the intensity of the incident beam is weak enough.
In conclusion, we have shown both theoretically and experimentally that the DFWM can be induced or enhanced dramatically by a quasi-static electric field with two overlapping normally incident weak laser beams on a nematic liquid-crystal film. This is due to the critical behavior of FT. The cubic dependence characterizing the DFWM process is obtained for Io < 1.6 W/cm 2 , independent of the bias voltage. The Idversus-Vd, curve shows a peak at Vd, = 4.38 V rather than at V, = 3.7 V, as predicted by our theory, where dO/dEd, is maximum. We attribute the difference to the simplification in our calculation.
